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Abstract

Figure 1: Full Model Overview of Tacotron

This paper presents a comic voice synthesis system,
OTAKO, that can automatically synthesize speech directly from sentences in a similar voice of some comic
characters. Based on the existing end-to-end speech synthesis model, Tacotron, given some text and audio clip
pairs from one character in some anime series, we are capable of recovering his or her voice and produce speech
using that voice. We introduce such framework to mimic
one character’s voice and hope to generate some interesting speeches based on it.

1

Introduction

human annotations requirement previously.

It has always been an interesting task to make computer
systems capable of reading and talking. In recent years,
as the demand for autonomous robot is increased, such
task to make synthesized voice more like human beings is
drawing more attention. Modern Tetxt-To-Speech(TTS)
pipelines are quite complicated[14, 15]. It is common
for those systems to have various components, including
preliminary text frontend linguistic features, a duration
model, an acoustic feature prediction model and a
complex signal-processing-based vocoder[1, 17]. These
features needs extensive manual annotations and expertise supports. Therefore, such complexity adds much
difficulties to designing a good general speech synthesis
model framework.
With the development of deep learning and end-to-end
models in recent years, an integrated end-to-end TTS
system becomes available and feasible[15]. Such model
could easily tackle the extensive feature engineering
problem, since the end-to-end models only require raw
data as input and thus we only need some minimal
manual annotation. Furthermore, such framework could
potentially minimize the bias and flaws in human annotations, which may contain a lot of subjective opinions
and ideas. Another advantage of deep models is that we
can capture some latent features and conditionings on
different attributes of the text-audio pairs. With richer
representations generated from such latent features, we
could train a better model. Lastly, we could adapt such
model to any data, unlike extensive newly engineered

In most of these TTS papers, researchers are using
some existing text audio datasets, such as LJ Speech
Dataset [8] or Nancy Dataset [16]. These two datasets
still requires large human efforts. However, in the real
world, we could easily find text audio resources, such as
animes, TV series and movies. We can extract the audio data and corresponding subtitles and use such pairs
to create a similar dataset. In this paper, we aim to introduce a method to create such dataset and use Tacotron as
our baseline to train a model to mimic the voice actors’
or actress’ sound to create new audios based on some text
that has never been seen in the originals.

2

Tacotron Model

Tacotron consists of three major components: CBHG
module, encoder and attention-based decoder. It is indeed a Seq2Seq model with attention mechanism[2], with
an extra CBHG module. Figure 1 depicts the model at a
high level and we will introduce each component in the
following:

2.1

CBHG Module

CBHG is the abbreviation of Convolution Bank, Highway network and bidirectional GRU and we can see the
module construction in Figure 2. It consists of a bank
of 1-D convolutional filters[9], connected by highway
networks[13] and at the top connected by a bidirectional
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Figure 2: CBHG Module

Figure 3: Hyper-parameters and network architectures.
conv-k-c-ReLU denotes 1-D convolution with width k
and c output channels with ReLU activation. FC stands
for fully-connected.

gated recurrent unit (GRU) [5]. In their paper, it is reported that CBHG module is very powerful for extracting
representations from sequences. The raw input sequence
is first gone through the 1-D convolution filters with K
different sizes. Then these outputs are stacked together
and max pooled to pass into a few extra 1-D convolutions. They believe such processing could efficiently and
explicitly model local and contextual information. This
convolution outputs are fed into a multi-layer highway
network to extract high-level features. Finally, at the top
level, a GRU RNN is used to extract sequential features
from the context in both directions. Such module is reported to be quite efficient to extract features.

2.2 Encoder
Like other encoder-decoder architectures, we have a similar setting in the encoder in Tacotron. The goal is to extract sequential representations of text. The input to the
encoder is a character sequence, where each character is
represented as a one-hot vector and embedded into a continuous vector. Then a set of non-linear transformations
are performed to each embedding. Then a CBGH module
transforms such output into the final encoder representation.

2.3 Decoder
In Tacotron, a content-based tanh attention decoder is
used and applied on the encoder representation. We concatenate the context vector and the attention output to
form the input to the decoder RNNs, which consist of
a stack of GRUs. We then use a post processing network
to convert such outputs from the seq2seq target to a target that can be synthesized into waveforms, which is the
fundamental step of generating audios. We use another
CBHG module as the post-processing net and use GriffinLim[6] algorithm to synthesize waveforms.
2.3.1

Experiment Setting

In our work, we preserve the original hyper-parameters
and network architectures as the original Tacotron paper
[15] because our contribution is not to adapt Tacotron

framework. Specific settings for each unit can be referred
to Figure 3.

3

Dataset Construction

The core step in this work is to construct a dataset that
can be passed into Tacotron framework, from unstructured data instead of professional recording from one
speaker.
We choose Natsume’s Book of Friends [10] as our
text-audio dataset. We record the audios from all five
seasons of it and corresponding subtitles. In total,
there are 20,000 sentences in five seasons, spoken by 3
protagonist characters and 7 antagonist characters. We
used pydub [12] to segment each episode into audio
clips according to the subtitle files. In subtitles, there is
no information of the speaker of each sentence so this
gives us a lot of difficulties to construct a single speaker
text-audio dataset. Therefore, due to the complexity and
effort of sentence character assignment, we decide to
construct a multi-character text-audio dataset. Another
reason is that there are only a few sentences for each
character and such small sample size could not provide
enough signals for the model to train.
In our future work, we will integrate CV techniques
to help us do image classification tasks to identify the
characters on screen at each time step at each spoken
sentence. With such a smaller range of candidates, we
can approximate the actual speaker of each sentence with
a high confidence.
Another potential future work on this would be to
fully take advantage of crowdsourcing[7, 3]. According
to [11], it is found that a survey conducted on Amazon
Mechanical Turk[4] has both higher completion rate yet
higher accuracy. We could use Amazon Mechanical Turk
or other online crowdsourcing platforms to help assign
the actually speaker of each sentence by providing the
screenshot of each time step of each sentence. This does
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not need too much expertise knowledge and we just need
to give the users some character information along with
their portraits.
With the help of such highly efficient speaker assignment and potentially our previously proposed image
recognition based model, we could not only construct a
good dataset for training the speech synthesis model but
also a good dataset for speaker recognition dataset.
Another big problem is the lack of data points. This
is highly based on the length of anime series and number
of characters. Therefore, such speech synthesis pipeline
may not perform well on some short animes.

4

Experiments

We run the Tacotron model on our constructed dataset,
which contains 20,000 sentences and 200 mins audio
clips overall. We run the model on a single Nvidia GTX
1080 graphical card and it takes 30 hours to train. This is
much longer than the reported 12-hour training time on
LJ speech dataset which contains 13,100 sentence pairs,
probably because Japanese words uses unicode which
requires more memory to store than English words.
We do not have a golden testing criteria so we decide
to analyze our synthesized work by human judges. The
randomly chose 10 sentences from books to pass into the
model to generate audios. The generated audios sound
very weird since they come from different characters who
have quite different voices. However, in the generated
audios, we could tell the corresponding words accurately.

5

Conclusion

In our work, we prove that current end-to-end speech synthesis model Tacotron could 1, be used on Japanese based
dataset and 2, be applied to dataset constructed from unstructured data. Our work is just a preliminary work on
this direction and we hope that in the future we can construct a better dataset with extractions of single character’s voice instead of our current multi-character dataset,
using our proposed methods in section 3. We will also
try our model to apply to some longer anime series to
have enough data points for each individual characters.
We hope that our work can be used to help generate and
design some interesting side projects of some animes in a
much more convenient and efficient way.
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